


ASTRODYNE aimed for the future in solid rocketry

Astrodyne was founded early this year to bring to-

gether in one productive group all the skills, experi-

ence, and facilities it takes to design and manufacture

America's major solid propellant missile systems.

From Phillips Petroleum Company came men

with impressive backgrounds in research, design,

and manufacture of superior solid propellants. From

North American Aviation came men who know mis-

sile systems management, and who have designed

and built the largest rocket engines in use today.

Today Astrodyne has the experience to design,

develop, and manufacture complete propulsion sys-

tems, extruded and cast propellants, solid propellant

rocket motors, and boosters, and gas generator

charges for auxiliary power units.

Inquiries are welcomed on any phase of the solid

propellant field— from preliminary design to quan-

tity production.

ASTRODYNE, INC.
McGregor, texas



ARE ALUMINUM
COLD FORCINGS

ECONOMICAL
ONLY ON COMPLEX

Nipple, nut and socket

ofAeroquip Detachable
and Reusable Fittings

for flexible hose lines

currently used in piston

and jet aircraft plumb-
ing. Four sizes from 1"

through 2" are available.

The answer is NO! Here's a typical

product relatively simple in design and with
no unusual production problems. Originally

turned from solid bar stock, the

components were later made from hot forgings.

With a wide-awake eye to costs, Aeroquip manage-

ment investigated Hunter Douglas aluminum cold

forgings. Now completely cold forged from

2014-T6 aluminum alloy, these components not

only prove more economical dollar-wise, but have

eliminated a costly inventory problem!

Shipments are now met promptly with less money
tied up in stock because of Hunter Douglas'

ample production capacity and rapid delivery

schedules. In addition, product quality with the

aluminum cold forgings has noticeably improved.

Get full details on Bridgeport

Aluminum Cold Forgings

If your components can benefit by high strength,

precision tolerances, absence of porosity, zero draft and
improved surface finishes, investigate Hunted D.ouglas

Aluminum Cold Forgings ! A comprehensive

treatise is available to letterhead requests. Write

for "The Story Of Aluminum Cold Forgings"

Bridgeport BRIDGEPORT ALUMINUM
HUNTER DOUGLAS ALUMINUM DIVISION

Riverside, California • Telephone OVerland 3-3030
Bridgeport Brass Company, Sales Offices in Principal Cities
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Big Nozzles for Big Rockets
Behind the tailstock you see a Diversey craftsman

ready to take a cut that will trace the bottom flange

and taper of the O.D. of the nozzle. As nozzles go,

this one is big . . . real big. It is the nozzle for one of

the large rocket motors.

At Diversey you have the LARGEST FACILITIES

exclusively devoted to your missile metal machining

problems. You work with fast, precise and progres-

sive technical people who know what works and what

won't. Bring your big missile problems to Diversey.

HYDROSPINNING
NOW AVAILABLE
A new Hydrospinning Division has

been formed at Diversey which uses
the latest and largest equipment to

produce intricate missile parts.

D LEADERS IN CONTOUR MACHININO

UierSGCf ENGINEERING COMPANY
I 10550 WEST ANDERSON PLACE

FRANKLIN PARK, ILLINOIS • A Suburb of Chicago

FROM NOSE TO NOZZLE, FROM FIN TO FIN, CONTOUR TURNED PARTS-WITH PRECISION BUILT II
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editorial viewpoint . . .

Awaiting Presidential action is the appointment to one of the most

important posts in U.S. military history: the Director, Research and
Engineering, Department of Defense.

This new job, made possible under the newly-signed Reorganization

Act, places emphasis—at long last—upon efficient management of

weapons research. On this rests progress, and perhaps survival.

Research—a multi-billion dollar Defense Department endeavor

this year—long has been without effective business management in the

military establishment. Each service has managed its own program
and costly duplication of effort and actual hardware often has been

the result. Top-level decisions, particularly in space research—had
they been made earlier and with greater wisdom—would have put this

nation on top as the world's leader in astronautics, instead of relegating

it to a secondary position.

It will take years to reorganize Defense Department R&D, but a

lasting foundation can be quickly acted upon if the right man is

appointed by the President. A record such as that demonstrated by
Roy W. Johnson of the Advanced Research Projects Agency, should

be the criteria for selection of a research and engineering chief.

Seldom has there been such quick decision-making by a DOD
agency as ARPA has managed. This has been salutary, even though

we haven't agreed wholeheartedly with some of the decisions. As a

case in point, in the phenomenally short time of 12 days, ARPA
executed orders to all branches of the services, making possible the

early testing of our lunar probe project.

With the same speed and vigor, the agency, in just a few months,

has developed an apparently sound and workable space program, where

before there was virtually nothing. The credit goes to Johnson—whose
contribution has been leadership.

Let's face the fact that the majority of the duties of the new Direc-

tor, Research and Engineering, will be in space technology, and logical

broadening of ARPA's basic function. The man selected must have

this kind of background.
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Here

is the

Missile

Business,

All wrapped up in

one valuable 462 page

MISSILE MARKET
GUIDE AND
DIRECTORY

NEED an idea, a system, a component, a small part or com-
plete buying information about the missile business?

Somewhere in the pages of the MISSILE MARKET
GUIDE AND DIRECTORY are all the key companies
that can supply this valuable information.

The Missile Business is a burgeoning industry. Its rate of

growth has been extremely rapid, but it's nothing com-
pared to what's in store. In less than a decade, the "missile

market" has rocketed from practically nothing to over
$3.5-billion today, prospects of $7-billion in another three

years and some $20-billion or more by 1970—for military

purposes alone.

MISSILE AND ROCKETS' MISSILE MARKET
GUIDE AND DIRECTORY contains over 76,000
company products listings. Over 3,000 companies are

named.

The MISSILE MARKET SURVEY includes articles on
how to do business with the

—

—Department of Defense,

—Department of the Army
—Department of the Air Force
—Department of the Navy

. . . PLUS a liberally illustrated directory of the missiles

that stock the U.S. Missile Arsenal listed by name, type,

service and status and gives prime contractor, principal

subcontractors and associate contractors.

The 70-page MISSILE PURCHASING DIRECTORY lists

company name, address, phone number, and key purchas-

ing and sales personnel of a supplier. The type of company
activity is explained by coding at the end of each listing.

The MISSILE CATALOG product listings have been
divided into the following nine major categories for thei

convenience of the user.

—Missile Frame —Ground Handling
—Warhead and Nose Cone —Guidance Equipment
—Propulsion Systems & —Checkout Equipment

Auxiliary Power Units —Test Equipment
—Ground Support —Tracking & Telemetering

You get 462 pages of accurate, illustrated data: (Size 8 x 1114) I

Order extra copies for yourself, your organization and your

associates.

CLIP AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAYi
I

AMERICAN AVIATION PUBLICATIONS
1001 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D. C.

Send copies of the MISSILE MARKET GUIDE AND
DIRECTORY

@ $5.00 each. Check Enclosed. Send Bill.

Signed

Company Name

Mail Address. .

.

City, Zone, State .

.

|
Products/Services
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Leading organizations in the aircraft and

rocket industries look to L«OF Glass Fibers

Company for the new developments in both

thermal and acoustical insulating components.

They know this is the only company in the

glass fiber field which performs all five of the

following

:

1. Starts with the sand

2. Turns it into glass

3. Draws it into fibers

4. Forms them to specification

5. Covers them with metal, fabric

or plastic in custom fabrication

There is a qualified engineer

near you. Inquiries invited.

Address Department 59-88.

NOW SERVING
NORTHROP • J*£J*IA/£J

. MCDONNELL

BELL • GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.

LOCKHEED • DOUGLAS

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT

rliPesearch • c o n v a i r

U.S. AIR FORCE • U. S. NAVY

1MGMMT AIRCRAFT

L F GLASS FIBERS COMPANY
Pacific Coast Division

Van Owen Boulevard • Burbank, California
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This FLOW REGULATOR
is simpler in design

and lower

in cost
83rffi£SHMi

This unit exceeds

MIL-V-8566 specifications

in both regulation

accuracy and pressure drop,

thus confirming the

tradition, You can expect

more from Vinson.

>

OPERATION—>

Media

Hydraulic fluids &

fuels. Available in

stainless steel for

corrosive liquids.

AMBIENT

RANGE

•65°to 275° F.

Expect more from

PRESSURE REGULATORS

RESERVOIRS • ACCUMULATORS

TELEPHONES: ST 3-2750 — ST 3-2576

PRESSURE PROOF BURST

3000 4500 7500
psi psi psi

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS
In stainless steel body, up to 600° F. Contains no seals; can

replace restrictor valves; unaffected by back pressure.

Sizes: Vz", %" and SA" have interchangeable parts.

Available in W up to %"; larger tube sizes to order.

Any type port available.

Externally adjustable types available for laboratory

use and system evaluation. Internal elements available

for cartridge evaluation.

WHAT'S YOUR FLOW PROBLEM? Your inquiry will

receive an immediate reply from engineers experienced
in the specialized problems of flow control.

VALVES:
RELIEF • SHUTTLE • RESTRICTOR •

UNLOADER • SNIFFLE • SOLENOID • BUTTERFLY

8044 WOODLEY. VAN NUYS. CALIFORNIA
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the missile week

INDUSTRY COUNTDOWN
GOVERNMENT

Passage by the House of a six-month extension of the Renegotiation Act should clear the way
for Senate confirmation. The Senate traditionally declines to touch the bill until after House action

. . . DOD Secretary McElroy reported looking for a "new face" for the post of Director of Re-
search, Engineering . . . The $39.6 billion DOD money bill carries an amendment barring the use

of 1959 funds for the construction of missile test facilities until existing installations are used to

the "fullest practical" extent. The amendment grew from a controversy over reports that Holloman
AFB facilities were being liquidated while duplicate facilities were being constructed by private con-

tractors . . . The Senate Committee on government operations has reported favorably on a bill

(S.3224) to increase from $1,000 to $2,500 the present open-market limitation for procurement with-

out formal advertising and to provide other benefits to small business.

PROJECTS
Nortronics Division of Northrop Aircraft working on a project for WADC involving "extremely

advanced navigational techniques" . . . General Electric's J85 engine, to be used in the Green Quail

decoy missile, passed its 15-hour preliminary flight rating test . . . Use of heavy forging* for big mis-

siles being studied by AMC with some answers due in about six months . . . Dr. Albert Hall, Martin-

Denver's head of Titan project, says industry must pour more of its own money back into research

and not depend on the military when government policies are not clear . . . Marquardt's XRJ59
ramjet engine, slated for advanced version of the Bomarc, ran on test stand for equivalent time of

three trips around the world at 70,000 ft. altitude . . . Thiokol Chemical planning to offer common stock

to share-holders on basis of one new share for every 12 held . . . Beech Aircraft Corp. is running a

sizeable advanced research program at its Boulder, Colo, division. Work concerns satellites, missiles

and spacecraft . . . The Army is studying the feasibility of on-site firings of Nike-Ajax and Nike-

Hercules missiles from several U.S. installations to demonstrate publicly how the systems operate.

The announcement emphasized that warheads are "so constructed that they will explode only in

flight" . . . Chance Vought Aircraft released figures on the growth of its electronics department; 20
men in 1951, 342 in 1956 and 400 in 1957. The company now manufactures about 5% of the elec-

tronics equipment going into its products.

MERGERS, EXPANSIONS, CHANGES
Chance Vought Aircraft to expedite anti-submarine warfare with group headed by Vice Admiral

Harry Sanders (Ret.). Company intends to draw on past experience, including Regulus missiles . . .

Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp. established an International Department within the existing Mar-

keting Department . . . Douglas Aircraft Company to build one of world's highest speed wind tun-

nel centers, including trisonic, supersonic and hypersonic facilities . . . Texas Instrument Inc. opened

a sales office at 317 Town and Country Village, Palo Alto, Calif. . . . Sequoia Wire and Cable ac-

quired Hall-Scott Electronics, Burbank, for entry into the missile wire and cable field . . . Temco Air-

craft to add 52,500 sq. ft. to the 100,000 sq. ft. Engineering Center, completed in 1957 at Garland,

Texas . . . The Calidyne Co. and Ling Electronics joined forces in the manufacture, sales and service

of vibration test systems . . . Aeroquip Corp. opened a new 10,000 sq. ft. plant in Dallas, Texas for

extension of its hose and coupling capability . . . American Potash & Chemical Corp. enlarged its

Washington office and assigned James S. Murray as director . . . Olin Mathieson Corp. joined two

French firms and Aluminium Ltd. in setting up FRIA Compagnie Internationale pour la Production

de l'Alumine, a $135 million corporation formed to develop bauxite deposits in French Guinea.

HOW'S BUSINESS?
Lear Inc. reported consolidated net earnings for the six months ending June 30 of $630,000, or

27 cents per share, compared with 14 cents per share for like period in 1957. Total net earnings for

1957 were $859,000 or 36 cents per share . . . Sales totaling $860,753,438—highest level ever at-

tained for a first six-months period in the company's history—were reported by Boeing Airplane Com-
pany. Net earnings were $19,572,367, a 2.27% return on sales equivalent to $2.78 per share. Com-
parable figures for 1957 were $651,890,419 and $16,502,200 respectively . . . Dow Chemical Com-
pany had earnings in the year ending May 31 of $1.78 per share, down from $2.17 for the preced-

ing year . . . Giannini & Co. report shows sales down to $5,296,190 for six months ending June 30

from $5,558,387 in 1957 but earnings of $203,139 or 58 cents per share unchanged. Present back-

log totals $4,200,000 . . . Fruehauf Trailer's Missile Products division increased sales for first six

months to $11,485,634 from $7,576,650 in first six months of 1957, while total company sales

dropped $95,978,031 compared to $115,309,305 in like period of 1957 . . . General Dynamics Corp.

increased sales for the quarter ending June 30 to $403,327,266 up from $400,953,042 in 1957's first

quarter. However, net income fell to $10,179,601 from 1957's $10,937,347.
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NOW-THUNDERBIRDS FOR THE R.A.F

The English Electric Thunderbird, already in

production for the Army, has now been ordered for the R.A.F.

It is the only ground-to-air guided missile in

production for both Services.

'ENGLISH ELECTRIC guided weapons

THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED GUIDED WEAPONS DIVISION: LUTON • STEVENAGE WOOMERA
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the missile week

WASHINGTON COUNTDOWN
• MEN ARE KEY TO REORGANIZATION—Now that the President has signed the De-
fense Department Reorganization bill (see p. 17) Washingtonians are watching closely for

names of men who'll be appointed to fill key posts. It'll be these men that will get reorganiza-

tion off the ground—or fail to make the program work. An example is the choice for Director

of Research and Engineering. Assistant Secretary Paul Foot apparently isn't interested. ARPA
Director Roy W. Johnson is being wooed, because of his proven management ability. Sur-

prisingly, there are many actual applications from other men apparently eager to take on this

mammoth headache.

• JOINT EFFORT—The Pentagon is convinced that the 1 to IV2 -million-pound-thrust rocket

engine will be a joint effort by the Defense Department and the new NASA—not exclusively

a NASA job, as the House space committee was recently informed. Most important reason: the

President has ordered the two-way effort, although this hasn't been announced officially, and

probably won't be until he names the members of the important NASA space council. Second

reason: NASA has a long way to go before it has the research capacity that will be necessary.

• INCIDENTALLY—The President has also ordered Defense department to take charge of

space communications, navigation and meteorology. That seems to leave NASA with little con-

trol over anything.

• REBUTTAL-—Apparently answering statements before the House Ways and Means commit-

tee—which last week extended the renegotiation act for another six months (m/r, August 11,

page 16)—Navy issued a statement that aircraft overhaul, repair and modernization is being

carried out "on a substantial scale" by private contractors. Said RAdm. Robert E. Dixon, chief

of the Bureau of Aeronautics: Navy would like to take full advantage of private service shops,

but dispersal of units to such shops could impair readiness of the fleet.

• CANAVERAL STILL TOPS—DOD has no plans to replace Canaveral or other existing

test facilities with the huge Pacific Missile Range. The West Coast range will be used princi-

pally for testing operational weapons, and on occasion for special satellite launchings and other

special projects. But that won't be started for about a year.

• POLITICS IN MISSILES—The upcoming political campaigns—already beginning to roll

—

will have a lot to do with missiles. You can read that easily into the by-play in committee hear-

ings on the space bill, the budget and small-business problems. All sides of the political line are

trying to make a record on the subject—some Congressmen by showing their willingness to ap-

prove much greater funds than have been asked; others by evincing interest in the problems of

small business; the Administration by a show of attempt at careful money management. Right

in the middle are the armed services, who can't satisfy anybody in this kind of an atmosphere.

Since politics is not a game, but a way of life in Washington, you can expect to see constant

investigations, criticisms—and perhaps even a little praise—from now until November.

• WHO MOVES MISSILES?—Many missile men may not know this—but the best qualified

agency for moving missiles from factory to firing site are furniture movers, with their years of

experience in attempting to preserve the housewife's pet china. And thereby hangs a tale of

savings to Uncle Sam. Seems the furniture movers—who walk into a plant, package the mis-

sile and deliver it to the site—and Aircraft Industry Association's Transportation Committee

got together recently, hammered out a new rate. Savings to U.S., on Bomarc alone (according

to figures compiled by Boeing) will be at least $100,000 every six months.
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Army R&D Looks To Major Primes
Responsibility For Quality and Delivery on Schedule

Lies with Top Missile Contractors, says Gen. Trudeau

by William O. Miller

As missiles become more and more
important in the arsenal of the Army,
responsibility for developing the sup-

porting research and development pro-

grams must be given to those capable

of handling it.

So said Lt. Gen. A. G. Trudeau, in

an interview with m/r last week.

He went on to emphasize the de-

pendence of Army R&D on the major
prime contractor, who must organize

the efforts of hundreds or even thou-

sands of sub-contractors, to make sure

that schedules and production stan-

dards are met.

"There is absolutely no doubt that

the Army, as well as all other military

services, will increase its implementa-

tion of missiles of all types," explained

the Army Chief of Research and De-

velopment.

"However, if we are to have re-

search of the scope and depth so vital

to this highly complex area, we must
have a massing of the scientific and
technical skills of industry.

Gen. Trudeau said that many Amer-
ican industries, large and small, will

play parts in the expanding effort. "But

the responsibility for delivery on time

of the quality components and ma-
terials by subcontractors must be as-

sumed by the prime contractors," he

added.

"This is the only way we can op-

erate. We cannot get involved with the

tremendous detail involved in making
thousands of parts for a missile. We
must decentralize this operation, hold-

ing the prime contractor responsible

for the final job."

In this respect, the R&D chief

was repeating the philosophy of the

Army which calls for decentralization

throughout its own R&D organization.

Gen. Trudeau, for instance, as Chief

of Army R&D, holds the chiefs of

each Army technical service respon-

sible for R&D operations in their

respective areas.

At the same time, Gen. Trudeau
did not discount the importance of the

subcontractor. He pointed out that it

takes only one malfunction of one part

of a missile to cause a misfire. And the

prime contractor must look to subcon-

tractors to insure high standards in the

thousands of different parts the sub-

contractors fabricate.

Lt Gen. Arthur G. Trudeau

• Congress criticizes—The com-
ments were made as the House Com-
mittee on Government Operations sent

to lawmakers a report strongly critical

of the research and development efforts

within the Department of Defense, ex-

cepting the three individual military

services.

Referring specifically to ARPA, the

Director of Guided Missiles and the

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Re-
search and Engineering, the committee
called for a reorganization by the Sec-

retary of Defense within his office to

integrate control under the Director of

Research and Engineering, as provided

by the Defense Department Reorgani-

zation Act (see also p. 5).

The report charged that "funds re-

quested by executive officials for mili-

tary research and development have

been allowed to fall seriously, at the

very time costs have risen sharply and
weapons have become more and more
complex."

The committee recommended a

study as soon as possible by a firm of

management consultants, and made the

following specific recommendations:

(1) Reorganization to establish clear

lines of authority running to the Di-

rector of Research and Engineering.

(2) Eliminate layers of review and
minimize detailed reviews of project

operations.

(3) DOD and Bureau of the Budget
must recognize and carry out intention

of Congress that R&D funds be made
available so as to insure advancement
of military programs at optimum rates.

Fiscal operations should be geared to

promote research and development,

and not to hamper it, and DOD should

review present methods of contracting

for R&D services "with a view toward
developing distinctive contract proce-

dures and terms suitable for R&D
rather than handling such contracts in

the same manner as those for produc-

tion and procurement of material and
supplies."

(4) The Assistant Secretary of De-
fense (R&D) or his successor should

participate actively in all stages of

budgetary process and have a small

budget under his direct control to ex-

pend in positive basic or applied re-

search activity.

(5) In the new organization, the Sec-

retary of Defense should insure estab-

lishment of the military R&D program
on the basis of the nation's need, in a

framework of appropriations and fiscal

controls which will advance research

progress rather than impede it.

(6) A definite policy should be es-

tablished in DOD to insure orderly

retrenchment of scientific projects

when retrenchment is unavoidable; and

approved projects making good prog-

ress should not be suddenly terminated.

Full use should be made, when pos-

sible, of highly skilled technical teams

and costly facilities, rather than allow-

ing them to break up because of

"shortsighted and poor planning, man-
aging and funding."

Concluding recommendations in-

cluded need for recognition of the fact

that "wise management of research and

early development may require parallel

efforts in order to reach the best

choices in weaponry." This policy, the

committee continued, would have to be

worked out so that the desired end be

clearly understood.

The report said that "undoubtedly

inter-service rivalries and confusion of

roles and missions" brought on un-

necessary and expensive duplication up

to and including production. However,

the report said "there is every reason

to engage in as much research as pos-

sible, even to encourage directed com-
petition along parallel lines of en-

deavor."

The committee urged strong disci-

pline in decision-making at the proper

time. "Each stage from research through

development calls for an appraisal and

a decision which makes for improve-

ment to determine whether a research

project merits continuation into the

development stage, and when it should

it missiles and rockets, August 18, 1958



Chief

Research & Development
If. Gen. A. G. Trvdeau

Director

Special Weapons
Mo/. Gen. J. P. Daley

Army Research Office

Brig. Gen. T. J. Conway

1

SECRETARY Advanced Research

OF DEFENSE Projects Agency.

SECRETARY

OF ARMY
& CHIEF

OF STAFF

Chief of Ordnance

Maj. Gen. J. H. H'tnricbs

Direct access

on Assigned Projects

x
Army Ordnance

Missile Command
Maj. Gen. J. B. Medaris

—

1

Deputy Chief of Staff

Logistics

If. Gen. C. 8. Magrvder

Direct access on

Advanced Research Projects

X
Jet Propulsion

Laboratory

Dr. W. H. Pickering

Army Ballistic

Missile Agency
Brig. Gen. J. A. Barclay

X
Army Rocket &
Guided Missile

Agency
Brig. Gen. J. G. Shinkle

X
White Sands
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BASIC ORGANIZATION of Army's Research and Development Offices.

move into the production stage."

"Public opinion and Congress must

insist," the report said, "that the Presi-

dent authorize the Department of De-
fense to fund and carry out the type

and size of military research and de-

velopment program those directly

charged with our military affairs be-

lieve is necessary for the security of

our nation."

• Army R&D—Under the Secre-

tary of the Army and his Chief of Re-

search and Development (Dr. William

H. Martin) Army research and devel-

opment is headed by Gen. Trudeau. He
is responsible for design of new items

and provisions of developmental and
design models for test and evaluation.

The Assistant Secretary of the

Army for Logistics is involved in R&D
insofar as contracting for development,

provision of funds in support of the

program, and the functions and opera-

tions of the Army's seven technical

services.

All general staff agencies have an

interest in R&D and are represented on
the Army R&D Review Board.

• Wide spectrum—The responsibil-

ity of the Chief of Research and De-
velopment for the Army covers a wide
spectrum and his activities are closely

coordinated with all Army Staff ele-

ments. His duties cover planning, co-

ordinating, directing and supervising all

research and development.

As indicated by the chart, Gen.
Trudeau deals directly with the techni-

cal staffs and services. On the other

hand, personnel and money for re-

search and development activities of

the technical services are allotted to

the Army Deputy Chief of Staff for

Logistics, Lt. Gen. C. B. Magruder.
Gen. Magruder, in close cooperation

with Gen. Trudeau, makes such funds

available to the technical services at the

request of the Chief of R&D.
The Advanced Research Projects

Agency of the Department of Defense

has direct access to the Army Ord-

nance Missile Command on assigned

special priority projects, such as satel-

lites and lunar probes.

The one other exception to normal
chain of command channeling is a two-

way channel between the Secretary of

the Army and his Chief of Staff and

the Army Ordnance Missile Command
on assigned special priority projects.

The Chief of Ordnance, through

whom the Deputy Chief of Staff for

I Logistics and the Chief of Research

and Development normally have access

to the Army Ordnance Missile Com-
mand and its divisions, is but one of

the Army's seven technical services.

The others are: transportation corps,

medical corps, Quartermaster corps,

Signal corps, and Chemical corps.

• ARO setup—Directly under Gen.

Trudeau, the Army Research Office

was established in March of this year.

Its mission, under Brig. Gen. T. J.

Conway, is to promote and coordinate

Army research effort in physical, en-

gineering, geophysical, biological, med-
ical and the social sciences. In addi-

tion, it coordinates the efforts of the

technical services which direct actual

research projects in their individual

fields.

Contractors interested in submitting

proposals in the research and develop-

ment fields normally make contact first

with a field agency of the appropriate

technical service. For instance, a firm

interested in missile R&D would con-

tact one of the 14 Ordnance Districts.

To assist prospective contractors,

Army R&D has prepared a booklet

titled "Contractors Guide," available

on request to the Technical Liaison

Office, Office of the Chief of Research

and Development, Department of the

Army, Washington 25, D.C.

General Trudeau said that he has

a number of recommendations and

proposals he will submit to the Secre-

tary of the Army for transmittal to

the Secretary of Defense, when called

for, as the reorganization of the De-

partment of Defense progresses. He
said there are a number of reorganiza-

tional changes being considered for

the Army research and development

program, but that nothing can be done

until the Department of Defense out-

lines its own plans.

DOD Reorganization Law,

Effects Seen Gradual

The controversial Defense Reorgan-

ization Act became law last week when

the President signed the bill which in-

cluded a number of compromises and

fell short of what the Administration

had sought.

The act: places directly under the

Secretary of Defense and the Joint

Chiefs of Staff the direction of strategic

planning and the unified combat com-

mands; it does call for an increase in

the working agency of the JCOS; and

it does provide for the creation of a

new Director of Defense Research-

Engineering.

The act does not, as sought by the

Administration: give the Secretary of

Defense greater control over military

appropriations; provide some of the

powers wanted for the Joint Staff; and

it does not give to the executive de-

partment some of the control Congress

has of Pentagon policymaking.

In any event, implementation of the

act will be gradual, most observers

think. It will take six to 12 months

before real effects are felt.
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RELATIVELY INEXPENSIVE NACA motion simulator in operation at Langley

Field, Va., provides damping and stability testing data for space vehicle re-entry.

NACA Probes Vehicle Re-entry
Time-Cycle for Manned Flight Cut At Small Cost

by Donald E. Perry

Langley Field, Va.—Motion simu-

lator tests, started two years ago at

NACA's Flight Research Laboratory
here, have shortened the time cycle for

the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's manned space flight

program, which begins in earnest this

year with a $30 million budget.

And, amazingly enough, simulator

research has cost only a few thousand
dollars, thanks to the ingenuity of

NACA personnel.

By using an Atlas booster, NASA
scientists are confident they can put a
manned vehicle in orbit within two
years. Payload weight would be on
the order of 2,100 or 2,200 pounds;
and during entry the vehicle would de-

celerate at 10 g's, well within the endur-
ance capability of the pilot.

Orbit would be at approximately
120 nautical miles and the vehicle

would be stabilized to prevent tum-
bling. Initial flights would be limited

ito just a few passes around the earth,

facilitating recovery. Present plans call

for using a parachute at 25,000 feet

altitude, which would bring the vehicle

and its passenger gently back to earth.

Within the next 11 months, NASA
will spend $6.5 million for develop-

ment and construction of model and
full-scale capsules for centrifuge, static

and flight experiments. Instrumenta-

tion for models and full-scale flight

capsules will cost another $4 million.

Atlas boosters for five model and two
capsule-scale flights, some containing

small animals, will cost at least an-

other $19.5 million.

A vital part of this program's suc-

cess depends on the work of the Flight

Research Laboratory. Research is now
underway to determine whether it is

possible to stabilize a simulator for the

small deviations a pilot will encounter

during re-entry, taking into considera-

tion that large deviations should never

arise because of built-in design char-

acteristics of the vehicle. Studies also

are being made on the effect of these

motions on the pilot.

langley tests have shown that if

the right shape is chosen for the space

vehicle, its motion will be well damped.
The frequency of the damping motion
should be one cycle per second, within

the airplane order of damping fre-

quency—and should not become trouble-

some to the pilot. (Damping is the

diminishing amplitude of an oscillation,

due toi friction or similar cause.)

In order to use simulators properly,

NASA must determine first what
characteristics should be built into

them, for a simulator's usefulness is

measured in terms of safety and
economy. The safety aspect is obvious.

In space flight, the penalty for equip-

ment failure, pilot error, or wrong
choice would be catastrophic. Econo-
mically, 10 or 15 satellite launchings

to achieve results possible with simu-

lators would be staggering in cost.

At Langley, research engineers

Porter Brown and Harold I. Johnson,

believe that motion is one of the most

important requirements for a space

flight simulator.

The problem of supplying a space

vehicle pilot with a "feel" force will

be no different in space than in air,

NACA said, and electronics should

easily provide artificial stabilization of

control forces.

In space, the vehicle will be sluggish

like a bomber, and the pilot will have
to provide a force of 200 to 400 pounds
for each inch of control stick motion.

Langley has acquired data as high as

250 pounds for each inch of stick mo-
tion.

Johson and Brown have built and
instrumented a NAP Chair—Normal
Acceleration and Pitch—to acquire

entry data. It is capable of duplicating

the vertical and pitching motions of I

space vehicles within the limits of dis-

turbances likely to be encountered.

A chair holding the pilot moves on
eight foot rails and can furnish up to

two G's. The pilot must control his

descent motion within plus or minus
five feet. A slide projector mounted
to the chair projects a sighting image

on a screen in front of the pilot. A
small red ball strung on fine wires is

his target.

Total cost of the simulator is a

little over $10,000. Brown and John-

son estimate they saved $30,000 in

analog equipment by designing an elec-

tro-mechanical system.

• All instrumentation was designed

specifically by NASA technicians. An
EPT unit (Evens per unit of time)

gives a quantitative measure of the

pilot's performance in chasing the ball,

with or without damping effects. Ait

skin resistance unit tests physiological

reactions of the pilot when he is faced

with awkward control situations and!

high G forces.

The nerve center of the system is

a differential transformer that furnishes

dynamic motions. When the pilot I

moves his stick, this in turn actuates

the rotor of an identical differential

transformer. One differential trans-

former follows the other's position. The
dynamics of motion are determined

on a small disk, the intertia of which

simulates the inertia of the vehicles

XY axis.

On the disk are various electrical

hysteresis dampers, which simulate the

aerodynamic dampening of the vehicle.

The strength, or tendency of the differ-

ential transformers to remain synchro-

nized, is determined by applied voltage.

This tendency simulates the stability

of the vehicle. Movements of the disk

are synonymous to the angle of at-

tack and normal acceleration.

Further research should provide the

answers to what types of control stick

—center, sidearms, hydraulics—the pilot

should have. Extension of the simula-

tor's track to 60 feet can give additional

G force, and provide data on whether

a pilot could regain control if lost.
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TEST INSTRUMENTS Bulova's rugged Tachometer Tester for all jet and
reciprocating systems meets MIL-T-945A requirements— is accurate to

0.1% with engines on or off. Simple to operate and maintain, this field

unit also serves in maintenance depots. Precise Bulova testers include

the dual purpose Torqmeter—a dynamometer or calibrated torque source

Bi

M
is

INFRA-RED COMPONENTS Bulova's advanced IR projects include

mosaic cells that will automatically filter out unwanted wave lengths

and picture targets clearly against any background. Bulova infra-red R&D
covers lead selenide and lead sulfide cells, missile seeker cells, reticles,

filters and thermistor bolometers ... for defense and industry.

RECONNAISSANCE SYSTEMS Bulova-developed miniaturized sensor
packages, geared to specific tactical missions, feed combat surveillance

data to Bulova analysis and display systems. Camera, infra-red, TV and
radar techniques, combined and integrated, aid decision-making on land
and in space. Satellite applications? Unlimited!

INFRA-RED SYSTEMS Bulova's IR illuminators put unseen spotlights

on night objectives. Bulova's development capability extends to fire

control systems that detect, track and automatically lock on target.

Designed for accuracy and simplicity, these high resolution units will

serve our nation's land, sea and air forces.

iulova's capability helps to solve
today's most challenging problems

o conceive, develop and manufacture a
road range of advanced electronic and
ectro-mechanical devices... this is the
ulova capability.

'eeting the needs of defense and industry
an unusually creative group of scientists,

lgineers and technicians, backed by 80
:ars' experience in precision production. BUIIOVA

w at c h

With dynamic imagination, Bulova's capa-
bility has invaded the often uncharted
technological areas to originate many
modern-day miracles in miniaturized sys-
tems and components.

Here is a proven capability ready to assist

you from concept to mass production. For
full information, write Department G.I.S.-2.

company
BULOVA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES, INC.

BULOVA PARK - JACKSON HEIGHTS - NEW YORK
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WHY RYAN CONTINUOUS WAVE RADAR
IS BEST FOR DOPPLER NAVIGATION

Through its pioneering work with the Navy and Army,
Ryan has demonstrated that continuous wave radar is

the best Doppler navigation system for every military

and commercial application.

Ryan RANAV* systems are the only CW Doppler
navigators in production. They have major advantages

for aircraft navigation, ground speed measurement,
missile guidance, and helicopter hovering. For example,

RANAV is:

LIGHTEST— Ryan Doppler navigators are lightest, sav-

ing many precious pounds of weight, because CW radar
requires less power for comparable performance and
eliminates the need for many components required by
pulse radars. RANAV also features a unique light-

weight non-gimballing antenna system.

SIMPLEST-RANAV requires no IF (intermediate
frequency) amplifiers or automatic frequency control

circuits. Only one microwave generator is used and the

systems have less tubes and components.

MOST COM PACT -Inherent simplicity of CW radar
systems plus the ingenuity of RANAV design has
enabled Ryan to take most advantage of subminiaturi-

zation and transistorization, creating compact systems
with advanced modular units and etched circuitry.

MOST RELIABLE—RANAV continuous wave automatic
navigators are most reliable because they are simple,

rugged, and completely transistorized. RANAV also

uses a long-life transmitter and it features a foolproof,

non-wiggly (fixed) antenna with no moving parts and
no adjustments.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Ryan Aeronautical Company* San Diego. Calif.
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jlennan Sees Management As NASA Key
an m/r staff report

;leveland—T. Keith Glennan, nomi-

ated by President Eisenhower as ad-

linistrator of the new National Aero-

autics and Space Administration, ad-

lits he is not a space man by train-

ig, but basically an administrator of

dentine research. The 52-year-old sci-

ntist-educator has been president of

-ase Institute of Technology since

947.

The Senate conducted hearings last

reek on confirming Dr. Glennan and

)r. Hugh L. Dryden, present director

f the National Advisory Committee

Dr Aeronautics, who was nominated

y the President as Deputy Administra-

jr. Dryden, 60, is a Democrat; Glen-

an, a Republican. The administrative

ost pays $22,500 annually; the deputy

dministrative post, $21,500 annually,

f confirmed, Glennan plans to take

ver his new duties about September 1.

Commenting in an exclusive inter-

iew with m/r, Glennan said he would

annulate his ideas when he takes over

he job. However, he believes absorp-

ion of NACA by NASA will provide

be new space agency with an excellent

>ase of scientific and technical person-

al on which to build.

"The line between military and

ivilian exploration of space is an un-

ven one," he commented, "but I am
ure we can expect excellent coopera-

ion from both."

• Soviet vs. U.S. progress—Glen-

tan said he is impressed by Russian

cientific education. However, he said

le deplores any criticism of American
irogress in space exploration since the

ime the Russians put the first satellite

nto orbit last fall.

"We've done a great deal, but we
:an't do it overnight," he pointed out.

Glennan has in mind a 15-day trip

iarlier this summer, when he visited

Soviet colleges and universities. He said

he Russians are making better use of

he capitalist incentive system to en-

:ourage education than the Americans.

"They have developed a demand
or education because it pays off," he

emarked. He emphasized that a stu-

lent "is paid according to the quality

)f his work," and there are three to six

fipplicants for every scholarship.

• Early days—Born in Enderlin,

N.D., Glennan grew up in Eau Claire,

Wisconsin, and enrolled in an electrical

sngineering course at Yale. At mid-

year, he told the college board he was

interested in people as well as ma-
chines, and broadened his courses to

include liberal arts. He graduated cum

NEW SPACE BOSSES—Dr. T. Keith Glennan (left) will be administrator, and Dr.
Hugh Dryden (right) deputy administrator of the new federal space agency.

laude with a degree in electrical en-

gineering.

Glennan is the son of a railroad

dispatcher, and worked his way through
college. At $35 a week, he spent two
years in Europe supervising installation

sound systems for Paramount, and then

went to Hollywood as a studio man-
ager. He later had a similar job at

Goldwyn Studios. In World War II,

Glennan was administrator and later

director of the Navy's Underwater
Sound Laboratory at New London,
Conn. From there, he advanced to re-

search and development work at the

Ansco Corp., Binghamton, N.Y.

• Progress of Case—Glennan has

built Case into one of the top-ranking

engineering schools in the nation. Dur-
ing his eleven-year administration, Case

was transformed from a primarily lo-

cal institution into a school that Dr.

Edward Teller ranked with the first

four engineering schools in the nation.

During his tenure as president,

Glennan spent two years as a member
of the Atomic Energy Commission. His

work has earned him various honors, in-

cluding the medal for merit, the highest

government award given a civilian. He
also has been awarded honorary de-

grees in science and engineering from

five universities and technical institutes.

Glennan is a member of the board

of the National Science Foundation;

chairman of the board of IDA (Insti-

tute for Defense Analysis); a member
of the board of directors, Council on
Financial Aid to Education; and a

member of the General Advisory Com-
mittee of the AEC.

IDA holds a defense department

contract for supplying scientific person-

nel. Advanced Research Projects Agen-
cy is staffed principally by IDA sci-

entists. Presumably, Glennan will drop
his IDA affiliation if confirmed.

Among his business affiliations,

Glennan is a member of the board of

the Cleveland Electric Illuminating

Company; the Clevite Corporation;

Standard Oil (Ohio); and the Harris-

Intertype Corporation.

• Dryden's qualifications—Dr. Hugh
Latimer Dryden, named as deputy ad-

ministrator of NASA, is known as a

conservative visionary.

Dryden was introduced to space by

the late Dr. Joseph S. Ames, who later

became chairman of NACA. At Johns

Hopkins University Graduate School,

Dryden was persuaded by Dr. Ames to

undertake a study of fluid dynamics

at the Bureau of Standards. In 1920, he

was promoted to head the Bureau's

aerodynamics section.

The Armed Forces used his services

during World War II, as advisor on

aeronautic and guided missile prob-

lems. In 1948, he received the Presi-

dential Certificate of Merit.

Toward the end of the war, as

Deputy Scientific Director of the AAF
Scientific Advisory Group, Dryden
traveled through western Europe to

study foreign aeronautic and missile

weapon development. This work won
him the Army's Medal of Freedom.

In 1947, Dryden went to work for

NACA as Director of Aeronautical

Research. Two years later, he was
named director of the agency, a posi-

tion he now holds.
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Nozzles

in

Production

FORGING AND MACHINING are two of

the primary operations in missile production,

playing a proportionately bigger role than

they normally do in aircraft manufacture. The
pictures on these pages show the step-by-step

life history of the birth of an Honest John
nozzle. The only major step omitted is heat-

treating. All work being done is at Cameron
Iron Works, Houston, Texas. Cameron, basic-

ally a manufacturer of high-pressure, high-

flow rate valves and fittings for the oilfield

industry, is becoming progressively interested

in missiles. Aside from considerable forging

and machining on parts such as these nozzles,

Cameron also has a special Navy-owned fa-

cility for making complete Terrier motor-

casing assemblies.
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THE GIANT PRESS used in forging these

pieces is unique. With an 11,000-ton vertical

ram and two 6,000-ton side rams, it forges

the complex nozzle shape in one operation

from billets requiring a minimum of pre-

preparation. When removed from the press,

only a small center plug of metal has to be

punched out before the forging is ready for

rough and finish machining. Note that for

machining, both lathes and vertical boring

mills are used. The tactical Douglas Aircraft

Honest John ballistic missile is one of our

higher production rate missiles. (Right) Press

dies for forging the nozzles.

HONEST JOHN has atomic capabilities, is

part of a completely air-transportable

weapons system, and is now deployed with

our forces both here and abroad. It is an

j

Army development, and is supplemented in

its role by Little John and Lacrosse.

Here, a worn die-mold is being rebuilt, first

by laying in metal with a welding torch,

and then finish machining to size. The strip

I

of pictures (above) shows the various steps

in preforming, pressing, rough and finish

machining and tapping. These nozzles (right)

have now been heat treated, trued up, and
are now ready to be crated for shipping.

Though high precision is required in volume
production, there is nothing essentially

"tricky" about making nozzles this way.
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SAGE SETS

AN ELECTRONIC

BEAR TRAP

BURROUGHS ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

STANDS WATCH FOR OUR CONTINENTAL AIR DEFENSE.

Problems of the awesome speeds and scope that confront our

military defense systems can only be solved by the quick and

uncanny accuracies of electronic computation, such as is found

in our Semi-Automatic Ground Environment— SAGE, which is

now becoming operational! As a result Burroughs radar data

processing equipment fil

continental approaches.

s important posts all alongour peripheral

This major U. S. Air Force contract is one example of the

widespread confidence in Burroughs Corporation's 70-year back-

ground of reliability and capability. It demonstrates Burroughs'

new breadth in the development of electronic equipment and its

continuing competence from research to final installation.

Burroughs Corporation
NEW DIMENSIONS / in electronics and data processing systems



industry report

by Fred S. Hunter

Small firms in the southern California area seem to be making

headway in their campaign to obtain set-asides for small business on

contracts let through the Air Force's Ballistic Missile Office. Defense

Department procurement regulations spell out procedures for these set-

asides for the benefit of small bidders, but up to now they have had

little, if any, application in the ballistic missile program.

For one thing, the projects were classified and small firms had no

way of finding out what work might be within their capabilities. Now
they've discovered that the ballistic missile program is one of the most

promising for their type of work. In response to their negotiations,

Maj. Gen. Ben Funk, BMO chief, recently added a small business

specialist to his staff to administer a set-asides program and to assist

small shops in obtaining military work.

Rohr Aircraft Corp., which, with a payroll in excess of 15,000

employees has the distinction of being the biggest subcontractor in

the aircraft industry, has moved into the missile field with an order

from North American Aviation for support pylons for the GAM-77
(Hound Dog) air-to-surface missile. These pylons are to be mounted

to the underside of Boeing B-52s. They'll be produced at Rohr's

Riverside plant. The material will be a metal bond structure, selected

because of its ability to "damp" vibration close to engines. During

buildup, Rohr will supply tooling engineering service to NAA.

In a couple of years, 50% of the Douglas Aircraft Co.'s total

volume of business will be in missiles, says Donald W. Douglas, Jr.

With three major production articles—the IRBM Thor, the ground-

to-air Nike and the air-to-air Ding Dong—Douglas already is the

nation's biggest missile producer. The Thor is assembled at the home
plant in Santa Monica; the Nike at Charlotte, N.C.; and the Ding Dong
at Sacramento.

Interim facilities for the WS-117L reconnaissance satellite being

developed for the Air Force by Lockheed, are scheduled for completion

at Cooke Air Force Base September 4. The facilities include launch

pad, gantry and instrument buildings. Basic technical equipment will

be ready for preliminary systems testing in October. The WS-117L,

it is reported, will be fired into orbit by an Atlas ICBM and circle

the earth from pole to pole.

With a backlog of military orders in excess of $14 million, Packard-

Bell is negotiating for a 100-acre electronics park in southern Cali-

fornia to be used by its technical products division . . . Hughes Air-

craft Co. is slated to move its semi-conductor division to Newport

Beach into the plant formerly occupied by the Helipot division of Beck-

man Instruments . . . Varian Associates at Palo Alto are working on

components for a magnetometer to be used in future satellites.

contract awards

LAST MINUTE AWARDS
Convalr Astronautics Division of General

Dynamics Corp. gave $100,000 to R/S Elec-
tronics Corp., Began Industries, Inc., for
manufacturing Intermediate frequency am-
plifiers for use In the Atlas intercontinental
ballistic mlssUe.

Benrus Watch Company received $3-
milllon for the manufacture of air-to-air
guided missile launchers for the Sidewinder
and Sparrow programs, and for electronic
equipment to be utilized in the important
air traffic safety program . . .

The Missile Division of North American
Aviation, Downey, Calif., has awarded a con-
tract to the Metal Products Division of
Koppers Co., Inc., Baltimore, Md., for the
design and construction of seven portable
silencers.

ARMY
By Philadelphia Ordnance District:

Western Electric Co., Inc. received $33,900
for spare parts (Nike & M33 systems).

Air Products, Inc. received $2,179,200 for
semi-trailer, liquid oxygen.

Leeds and Northrop Co. received $30,565
for recorder.

Princeton University received $35,000 for
problems connected with differentlable and
complex analytic structures.

Western Electric Co., Inc. received 7 con-
tracts totalling $703,027 for Nike spare parts
and components.

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc. received 3 con-
tracts totalling $185,539 for Nike spare parts
and components.

University of Maryland received $53,000
for study of cosmic ray attitude sensing
device.

The Franklin Institute of the State of
Pennsylvania received $27,750 for emission
of electrons from metals and induction of
electrical conduction in crystals resulting
from electron bombardment.

Atlas Powder Co. received $29,953 for de-
sign, and development of miniaturized her-
metically sealed squib switches.

Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., received 7 con-
tracts totalling $895,872 for Nike spare parts
and components.

Western Electric Co., Inc., received 7 con-
tracts totalling $854,460 for Nike spare parts
and components.

Applied Science Corp. of Princeton re-
ceived $51,983 for study of telemetry data
analysis technique.
RCA Service Co., Radio Corp. of America

received $1,500,000 for multi-purpose missile
system test equipment.

The Johns Hopkins University received
$100,000 for research on the vulnerability
of aircraft and missiles.

Duke University received $70,500 for basic
research program of the ordnance corps
and the mathematics research program of
the Dept. of the Army.

By Signal Supply Agency:
Cutler-Hammer, Inc., Airborne Instru-

ments Laboratory Dlv., Mineola, N.Y., re-
ceived $95,700 for research and development
work on microwave reactance amplifiers
and harmonic generators for 12 months.

General Electric Co.. Owensboro, Ken-
tucky, received $476,640 for research and de-
velopment for 3 years on subminiature elec-
tron tubes.

Hughes Aircraft Co., Cutler City, Calif.,
received $99,994 for research and develop-
ment work to continue the study of atomic
and spin resonances for microwave gener-
ation and amplification.

Lansdale Tube Co., Lansdale, Pa. received
$59,521 for research and development work
on silicon PNP alloy junction transistors.

Linfleld Research Institute, McMinnvllle,
Oregon, received $49,820 for research work
on electrolytic mecromachine techniques of
refractory metals for use in field mission
electron devices.

Radio Corp. of America, Moorestown, N.J.,
received $47,372 for research study and in-
vestigation of the wind response characteris-
tics and the estimated wind deviation of the
Little John rocket.

By Purchasing and Contracting office, Re-
search and Development Labs:
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TURN
SHIPPING DAYS

TO
PRODUCTION

DAYS
I
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VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES AIRFREIGHT
— your best assurance of careful handling, dependable on -time deliveries

Gain extra days for production with deliveries

in hours by air. You save on overtime as well as

packing and crating costs. For maximum speed

and safety en route, specify American Airlines.

With over 1000 flights daily, American offers

direct one-carrier service to more key industrial

22

areas than any other airline. Personnel—espe-

cially trained in the care of delicate instruments

—offer the best assurance of expert handling i

and dependable on-time deliveries. Check your

telephone book now for the number of the

AMERICAN airlines airfreight oflice nearest you!
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, . . contracts

American Optical Co., Buffalo, N.Y. re-
vived $49,610 for design and development
>f infrared binoculars.

General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.,
•ecelved $94,892 for study, preliminary de-
sign of equipments and development of
methods for automatic tracking theodolite.

Southwest Research Institute, San An-
;onio, Texas, received $68,670 for magnetic
momaly studies.

General Electric Co. Philadelphia, Pa.,
received $78,533 for study, preliminary de-
sign of equipments and development of
oaethods for automatic tracking theodolite.

By Engineer Division, Xew England Corps
)f Engineers:

Kirkland Construction Co., Inc. Cam-
bridge, Mass., received $1,480,794 for con-
struction of missile master facilities.

Paino-La Cava Co. Inc., Lexington, Mass.,
received $1,691,615 for construction of addi-
tional pavements and minor structures for
Vike batteries.

MR FORCE
By Cmdr., HQ AMC, Wright-Patterson AFB:

Sperry Gyroscope Co., Sperry-Band Corp.,
received $1,018,215 for APW-22 command
guidance transponder sets, spare parts and
reports for XQ-4A drones.

Avionics Div., Bell Aircraft Corp., re-
ceived $500,000 for design, development of
high-performance inertial navigator—the
Hipernas II—and applicable spare parts,
technical reports and engineering data.

Associated Missile Products Co., American
Machine & Foundry Co., received $1,629,911
for AN/GPS-T4 radar target simulator
trainer, engineering data and maintenance
data.

David Clark Co., Inc., received $199,638
for full pressure altitude suits.

The Four Wheel Drive Auto Co. received
$919,525 for prime mover for the TM 76A
missile system. Semiconductor Div., Radio
Corp. of America, received $100,000 for de-
velopment of high temperature, semicon-
ductor devices; $400,000 for production re-
finement of four types of semiconductor de-
vices, transistors and diodes for engines
controls for missiles, space vehicles.

American Machine & Foundry Co. re-
ceived $48,714 for research services and re-
ports on development of a set of physical
vulnerability probability computers.

Air Mod Corp. received $528,297 for serv-
ices and materials for conversion of USAF
STRATCOMSTS centers from neutral to
polar signaling.

(Leonard Anderson Associates, Inc. re-
ceived $28,020 for production of motion
picture entitled "Force for Space."

General Ceramics Corp. received $63,381
for development and manufacturing meth-
ods for production of miniaturized high
voltage transformer terminal.

Applied Science Laboratories, Inc. re-
ceived $154,936 for experimental hydrocarbon
fuels, to be used in full-scale and engine
tests etc.

A/C Spark Plug Div., General Motors
Corp., received $1,162,658 for product im-
provement of the 107 inertial floated gyro-
scope to increasing its reliability and per-
formance.

Electronic Systems Div., Sylvania Elec-
tric Products Inc., received $346,572 for
ECM attachments to the AN/GPS-T2 radar
simulator.

Patterson-Moos Div. of Universal Wind-
ing Co. received $98,053 for infrared gas
detection cell.

Thlokol Chemical Corp., Utah Div., re-
ceived $1,008,475 for M-16E-1 rocket engines
In support of Matador missile program.

By Cambridge Research Center, ARDC:
The President and Directors of George-

town College, Washington, D.C. received
$45,000 for research directed toward appli-
cation of photographic plates of artificial
earth satellites for geodetic purposes.

Weston College, Weston, Mass., received
$74,000 for research directed toward experi-
mental determinations of ionospheric char-
acteristics using satellite radio transmis-
jsion.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Mass., received $150,000 for theo-
retical and experimental research in thermo-
electricity.

Columbia University, New York, N.Y., re-
ceived $30,000 for experimental and theo-
retical study of elastic wave propagation.

By HQ, Middietown Air Materiel Area:
| Gas Industries Inc., Allentown, Pa., re-
Iceived $1,591,296 for liquid oxygen and liquid
nitrogen.
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British and U.S. Firms

To Share Missile Data
Two leading British and American

manufacturing companies recently an-

nounced that they would share tech-

nical knowledge and manufacturing
techniques.

The companies are Armstrong Sidd-

ley Motors, Ltd. of London and
Beaver Precision Products of Detroit.

Beaver is a leading designer and
manufacturer of precision actuating

mechanisms used in production of mis-

siles, aircraft, machine tools and in-

struments.

First Operational Firings

Of Regulus Scheduled
First operational firings of Regulus

II from a submarine are scheduled for

some time in September off the Navy's
Point Arguello facilities. Impact area

will be in Utah.

The missile will be fired from the

Grayback, which was re-designed dur-

ing construction to accommodate Reg-

ulus II.

Demonstration firings already have

been carried out, and test shots utiliz-

ing a weight load equal to the missile

and employing solid propellant boost-

ers have been conducted in San Fran-

cisco Bay. The firing next month will

be the first shot with the missile

approaching its full 1,000 mile range.

Pershing Subcontracts

Show Program on Time
The naming of four major sub-

contractors for the solid propellant

Pershing missile system by the prime

contractor, Martin Company of Or-

lando, points up the varied and numer-

ous companies engaged in the missile

industry.

Bendix Eclipse-Pioneer Division,

Teterboro, N.J., will build the inertial

guidance system, stable platform and

associated equipment. Bulova Watch
Company, Long Island, N.Y. received

the subcontract for the complete nu-

clear warhead field adaptation kit, in-

cluding fuzing, safety and arming,

checkout equipment, field handling and

shipping containers, and power supply

system, independent of the missile's

auxiliary power.

Thiokol Chemical Corp., Hunts-

ville, Ala. will design, develop and

produce the Pershing propulsion sys-

tem, using facilities at Redstone Ar-

senal in early stages. Thompson
Products Accessories Division, Cleve-

land, Ohio, will make the transporter-

erector-launcher.

The sub-contracts were awarded

on a cost-plus fixed fee and will event-

ually cover four years. Best estimates

for first production prototypes for

tactical use is late 1962. First test

firings probably will be scheduled in

late 1960.

Missile Contracts Awarded
Totaling $18 Million

Three contracts totaling $18 mil-

lion have been awarded recently by
the Army and Navy for missiles and
missiles systems.

The Army awarded two contracts

totaling $5.6 million to Hayes Aircraft

Corp., Birmingham, Ala., for the

Jupiter program. For production of

ground service equipment, $2.3 mil-

lion; for design and engineering serv-

ices, $3.2 million.

Western Electric of New York
City has received two contracts total-

ing $6.9 million from the Army for

Nike-Ajax and Nike-Hercules. This

work will be done in Winston Salem,

N.C.; Whippany, N.J.; and Santa

Monica, Calif.

The Navy has awarded a $5.5

million contract to Chance Vought for

radar matching systems.

EIA Announces Increase

Of Transistor Sales

Factory sales of transistors in-

creased in June over the May level,

the Electronic Industries Association

has announced. Cumulative sales of

these semiconductor devices increased

substantially during the first half of this

year over the high level recorded by

EIA during the 1957 period.

Factory sales of transistors in June

totaled 3,558,094, with a dollar value

of $8,232,343, compared with 2,999,-

198 valued at $7,250,824 sold in May,
and 2,245,000 units valued at $6,-

121,000 sold in June a year ago.

Cumulative sales of transistors dur-

ing the first six months of this year

totaled 18,452,324, valued at $42,-

845,056, compared with 11,199,300

units valued at $31,249,000 sold dur-

ing the first half of last year.

The following EIA chart shows

factory sales of transistors in June

and the first half of 1958:

1958 Sales

(units)

1957 Sales

(units)

January 2,955,247 1,436,000

'February 3,106,708 1,785,300

March 2,976,843 1 ,904,000

April 2,856,234 1 ,774,000

May 2,999,198 2,055,000

June 3,558,094 2,245,000

TOTAL ! 8,452,324 1 ?, 199,300
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ENGINEERS MATE the nose cone to the missile

at the Douglas hangar of the flight test center.

FLIGHT TEST PERSONNEL maintain a constant

watch while readying a Thor nose cone for a test.

Nose Cones: The Blunt Approach

Within the last few days, the Air Force has

made public revealing photos of the nose cones
developed and fabricated by the General Electric

Co. An outstanding disclosure made simultane-

ously was the announcement that the entire Thor
program was developed around a nose cone

which could be used not only for the Thor
IRBM, but also for the Atlas ICBM.

Utilizing the heat sink principle, final designs

show a broad, blunt shield that is designed to

provide the high drag needed to combat the

high temperatures of re-entry velocities.

EVERY CONE arriving at the Cape receives a "pit-

plotting" inspection for possible shipping damage.

AIR FORCE CREWMEN match a missile nose cone to a simulated'

Thor instrument section at General Electric's Ordnance Systems.
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Name the Ground Supi
. . . there is a

to Do i . . . and a

ACKETTE
Doing it Now!

Air conditioners, crash trucks, compressors, generators, test stands,
refuelers, heaters, blowers, Rollagons, multi-purpose trucks— it would
be hard to name a type of ground support equipment which one or
another of the five Continental Packettes isn't either doing, or equip-
ped to do, better than any other engine These Military Standard
power plants (Mil. E-6449-A) are approved for use in equipment for

all branches of the Armed Forces. Developed by Continental Motors,
on whose aircraft engine models they are based, they span an output
range from 30 to 250 horsepower. They combine light weight, com-
pactness, and ease of servicing and upkeep with the rugged stamina
for which Continental has been known for 56 years Packettes
are built to operate in any temperature from sizzling desert heat to

65 below zero, power output being automatically governed to the
load. They feature unusually wide interchangeability of parts—among
themselves and among models in Continental's aircraft engine line

—

and complete supplies of parts are maintained all over the world.

In short. IF THE APPLICATION FALLS WITHIN THEIR POWER RANGE, NO OTHER
POWER PLANT WILL DO THE JOB SO WELL

WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

AIRCRAFT ENGINE DIVISION

MUSKEGON MICHIGAN PE-200
8-cyl. 250 hp.
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It takes brains . .

.

to guide a missile . . . mechanical brains,

that is, like this tough but tiny suiMA
digital computer module. /ift*f/t has put

a great many brains to work designing a
fully transistorized and miniaturized digi-

tal computer, a critical part of xutAta's

all-inertial guidance system for the Air

Force ICBM Program.

More brains, the human kind, are now needed for 4Mmm's
inertial role in the Air Force ICBM Program. Specialized
senior engineering and technical management positions

with excellent growth potential are now available. Write
to Ji*tAiw/i . . . Professional Personnel, Garden City, N. Y.

Prompt, convenient, confidential interviews.

AAT££IICA/V BOSCH A/RMF/M GOJRJPOJiATJOJV
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propulsion

engineering

by Alfred J. Zaehringer

Tank car shipment of LOX and other liquefied gases may be near.

Linde Co. is to make available new insulation techniques, cryogenic pumps,

and know-how to build railway tank cars. Could mean more and cheaper

LOX for blossoming rocket test work.

Pre-mixed bipropellants? Ohio State University has successfully fired

pre-mixed gaseous hydrogen and oxygen in a test rocket engine at pressures

of 200-300 psi. Mixtures ranged from fuel rich to stoichiometric. Small

amount of oxygen, however, is needed to keep flame from propagating back

to storage tank. Such techniques may eventually make possible a practical

monopropellant liquid rocket. Ohio State is also believed to have conducted

tests of fuels in liquid oxygen and non-hypergolics in nitric acid.

Look to Phillips Petroleum to enter the liquid monopropellant picture.

Phillips is already working on an Air Force research contract and sees

single and two component possibilities. The single component approach

may be a pure liquid such as a nitrated or halogenated organic. The two

component system dissolves a solid in a liquid (viz., ammonium nitrate in

ammonia) or a liquid in a liquid (viz., nitropropane in nitric acid). Others

working on liquid monopropellants: Aerojet; American Rocket; Experiment,

Inc.; Food Machinery; Hughes Aircraft; JPL; NARTS; Reaction Motors;

Stauffer; Sundstrand; and Wyandotte Chemicals.

Aluminum alkyls are currently under test at Rocketdyne's Santa Susana

rocket complex. Great concern, however, is over toxicity in large concen-

trations for prolonged periods. Possible use: ignition aid additive for hydro-

carbon, alcohol, and amine fuels with LOX. Big problem is still auto-ignition

in air.

Radiation effects on combustion at high altitudes could lead to problems.

Two high energy radiation belts have been discovered by rocket soundings

at about 12 and 26 miles. Batelle has found that radiation can break down
boundary films in combustion gases and could cause combustion instability

in turbojets, ramjets, and rockets. Air Force is quite concerned.

Free radicals are still too free. A recent AFOSR-Aerojet meeting in Los

Angeles revealed more complications in understanding the instability of free

radicals. In NBS work with free nitrogen at solid nitrogen temperatures,

three basic reactions were found: transitions between metastable states,

interaction between free atom and nearby molecule, and coupling beween

free atom impurities and nitrogen molecules. Result: nobody has yet come
near a laboratory stabilization method.

More ammonium perchlorate for solids is shaping up. HEF, Inc. is start-

ing construction on its multi-million pound-per-year AP plant at Columbus,

Miss. Lithium perchlorate will also be made, though on a small scale.

HEF is a joint venture of Hooker Electrochemical and Foote Mineral.

Air-quenchable tool steels with ultimate tensiles of near 300,000 psi

for high-strength, thin-walled solid motors are near, say Solar Aircraft

engineers. Coatings on cheaper steels may also be important.

Nozzles for solid rockets are the critical factor, also. A big break-

through is needed to drastically reduce weights on present heavy nozzles,

particularly on high-thrust, long burning time units. Cooling is rough when
burning time gets over 30 seconds. Nozzles, already critical on Polaris,

will need new approach on Minuteman.

Cavitation detector for liquid propellants has been developed by AiRe-

search. For use in missile ground test systems or flight test vehicles, the

detector can sense bubbles 50 mils in diameter in a 6 inch diameter line.

It can also detect foreign particles such as sand.

National Guard Units

To Take Over Nike Sites

National Guard Units will take over

operation of Nike guided missile sites

around Los Angeles in September, the

Army has announced. This will inaugu-

rate a program for operation of air

defense missiles by Guardsmen.
For the first time, the Army identi-

fied states other than California where
National Guardsmen will take over

operation of some anti-aircraft guided

missile installations. They are:

Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Michigan, New lersey,

New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Virginia, Washington, Wiscon-
sin, and Washington, D.C.

The California Guards's 720th anti-

aircraft missile battalion will take over

four Nike sites in the Los Angeles

area.

Redstone ProbcibSy Used
In Nuclear Test Blast

A Redstone probably was used in

the recent lohnson Island test of the

explosion of a nuclear warhead in

space.

Part of the Atomic Energy Com-
mission's Hardtack series of nuclear

tests in the Pacific, the blast was the

first exploratory effort to determine how
a nuclear explosion works at high alti-

tude. The warhead reportedly exploded

at an altitude of about 100 miles.

Nuclear explosions in space are be-

ing researched for their applicability in

the nation's anti-ballistic missile defense

system. It is believed, by some scien-

tists, that high-energy neutrons gen-

erated by an atomic blast could travel

great distances in space and could

trigger an incoming ICBM while it is

on its ballistic flight path.

Reduced Costs Seen For

Satellites In Space

The costs of putting satellites into

space may be reduced soon, according

to Dr. H. J. Stewart, division chief,

design and power plants department,

let Propulsion Laboratories. Speaking

at the recent Third Annual National

Photo Instrumentation Symposium, So-

ciety of Photographic Instrumentation

Engineers, Dr. Stewart pointed out that

it now takes 3,000 lbs. of starting

equipment to put one pound of satel-

lite aloft.

"With even low level technology,

we shall soon be able to bring the ratio

down to 100 to 1 and perhaps as low

as 25 to 1," he predicted. Much of the

data necessary for solving space age

problems will be furnished by photo-

graphic instrumentation systems, Dr.

Stewart declared.
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Navaho System Guides Nautilus Exploit

The recent trip of the atomic sub-

marine Nautilus under the polar ice

cap pointed up a fact of major im-

portance: the ship was guided by a

system developed for a defunct mis-

sile—the Air Force Navaho. Thus, de-

spite cancellation of the weapon, its

guidance system has been converted

to other defense uses.

The system that guided the Nautilus

was the pure inertial guidance system

originally developed for Navaho by the

Autonetics division of North Ameri-
can Aircraft.

It contsists of a platform stabilized

by three liquid-floated gyros and
mounting three pendulous integrating

accelerometers. The accelerometers

sense deviations from a predetermined
course, in three dimensions, and their

signals are fed into computers which
determine the corrections to be applied

to the submarine. When the submarine
is again on course, a null results in

the accelerometer error signal output

and no corrective signals issue from
the computers.

• Four days—The outstanding fact

of this announcement is that the iner-

tial system operated for four days,

although most inertial systems for bal-

listic missiles are required to work
for not much more than 30 minutes.

This means that a system such

as the Navaho could be used for moon
flights without the addition of stellar

correction, as is needed in the Snark.

Designers will be able to insert the

flight program into the guidance system

U.S. Navy
STEERING UNDER ICE, with data supplied by missile guidance system, are Lt. S. N.
Jenks (left), navigator, and Cmdr. W. R. Anderson.

on the ground, confident that the moon
vehicle will correct itself for gyro.

Officials at North American have
confirmed that the company is also

manufacturing similar systems for

nuclear submarines now under con-

struction in the Polaris program. How
this will fit in with the Sperry SINS
(Shipboard Inertial Navigation System)

was not announced, but it is known
that the SINS depends on occasional

stellar correction for pinpoint position.

It might be that the North Ameri-

can system will be used for general

navigation and the Sperry system for

actual missile firing. This is borne out

by the fact that the SINS actually sets

the azimuth of the Polaris.

The guidance system is not the

only element of the Navaho that is

contributing to the defense effort.

North American is the engine partner

on the Boeing Dyna-soar team, and it

is reported that the 400,000 lb. booster

used on the Navaho might be the main
propulsive force used to get the Dyna-
soar off the ground.

Project Manager For

Minuteman Announced
Appointment of Jesse Y. Bowman

as Autonetics Project Manager for the

USAF Minuteman missile's guidance

and control system has been announced.

Selection of Autonetics, a division

of North American Aviation, Inc., to

develop the Minuteman missile's guid-

ance and control system was an-

nounced recently by the Air Force.

The first computer for SAGI
(Semi-Automatic Ground Environment)
an Air Force detection and communii
cation system designed for coordinatee

defense against air attack, has beer

teamed with the Bomarc surface-to-ail

missile in a successful long distance

test.

The SAGE computer, located ir

Kingston, N.Y., was used to fire ano

guide the interception of Bomarc from

the long-range test site at Cape Canav
eral, Fla. The Kingston-controlled test

was set up to determine the compati-

bility of the Bomarc control and guid-

ance and the SAGE computing system.'

The Air Force reported the successful

completion of a planned near-miss in-i

terception by the missile with an air*

plane target drone over the Atlantic.

The earlier Bomarc test missions

were controlled from a Boeing-designed

ground guidance center at Patrick

AFB. Last month the Kingston SAGB
center began monitoring the Florida

controlled launchings.

The distance between the Bomarc
launching site and the SAGE system is

of little importance. A telephone comj
munications system connects the com-i

puter with the radar which searches foi

the missile's target, and the surface-to*

air transmitting station at the missile!

site. "Instructions" are transmitted:

through an IBM card system between'

radar, computer and missile without

human intervention.

The SAGE system of ground con-

trol will make it unnecessary for eachj

missile base to have its own controlj

center. When fully operational, there

will be about 30SAGEdirection centers.
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Integrated design and development

services.

Special high-speed machinery . . ,

advanced fabricating techniques.

Large capacity precision brazing

furnaces.

Superior honeycomb structures in

production quantities.

TODAY... AERONCA IS DESIGNING, DEVELOPING AND

PRODUCING A COMPLETE RANGE OF HONEYCOMB

STRUCTURES TO MEET SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

Stainless steel brazed honeycomb "sandwich" struc-

tures are solving critical thermal, dimensional and

strength-weight ratio problems in the latest air weap-

ons systems.

Aeronca ... a pioneer in stainless steel honeycomb

development ... is one of the few companies actually

producing these high-temperature structures in quan-

tity. Flat, wedged, conic, contoured and compound

curved sandwich panels are being delivered by

Aeronca for application in missiles and supersonic

aircraft.

Let Aeronca's practical experience and fully inte-

grated facilities help you solve airborne structure or

component problems.

Write today for details. Formal letterhead inquiries

will receive immediate attention.

BASIC ADVANTAGES OF HONEYCOMB FABRICATIONS

1 . Superior strength-weight ratios.

2. Outstanding thermal stability.

3. Excellent resistance to acoustic shock and fatigue.

4. Greater aerodynamic smoothness.

5. Simpler sealing techniques in pressurized areas.

6. Increased usable volume.

7. Fewer detail parts or components.

Expansion of our operations has created openings for

additional qualified senior engineers. For information,

write to Mr. L. C. Wolfe, Chief Engineer.

aeronca manufacturing corporation
1716 Germantown Road Middletown, Ohio
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WESCON to Highlight Three Special Sessions
With more than 900 exhibit booths

and 42 technical sessions scheduled,

the 1958 Western Electronic Show and

Convention (WESCON) will open

August 19, in Los Angeles, Calif.,

sponsored by the 7th Region, IRE,

and the West Coast Electronic Manu-
facturing Association.

In addition to the standard presen-

tations, three special sessions are sched-

uled. One, "Industry Looks at Fusion

Power," will consist of a panel discus-

sion with Robert Hughey, AEC, as

moderator. Speakers will be Henry
Hurwitz, General Electric Co.; Samuel
Cunningham, General Atomics Corp.;

and William J. Lange, Westinghouse

Electric Corp.

The second special session, "Bio-

logical Measurement in Space Travel,"

will be moderated by Dr. Robert

Tschirigi, UCLA. Panel members will

be Brig. Gen. Don Flickinger, special

assistant for bio-astronautics, ARDC,
Washington, D.C.; Dr. Blaine H.

Levedahl, assistant professor of zoo-

logy, UCLA; Dr. Albert Walter Heath-

erington, technical advisor, Human
Factors Div., ARDC, Baltimore; Miss

F. Van Der Wal, technical staff, Ramo-
Wooldridge; and Frank W. Lehan,

consultant to Space Technology Lab-

oratory, Ramo-Wooldridge.

Arrangements are made for still

another special session, "Project Man-
agement—Airframe or Electronics."

This timely and controversial subject

will be presented in panel form, mod-
erated by Col. Edward N. Hall. USAF
Ballistic Missile Division, Inglewood,

Calif. Speakers will include George

Stoner, weapons system project man-
ager, Boeing Airplane Co.; Oscar

Simpson, manager. Western Develop-

ment Laboratory, Philco Corp.; and

Richard L. Shetler, manager, Missile

Guidance, Defense Electronics Div.,

General Electric, Syracuse. Sponsored

by the IRE professional group on en-

gineering management, the panel is

"charged" with clarifying the positions

of the airframe and electronics in-

dustries.

Eight field trips are being offered

to delegates. These include a visit to

Litton Industries; Thompson Products

in Inglewood; Helipot Corp. and Altec-

Lansing; March AFB; Beckman Sys-

tems Div. and Hallamore Electronics;

Hughes Standards Laboratory; and a

tour through an Air Force RC-121D
Lockheed Super Constellation AEW
aircraft at Burbank.

• Technical sessions—In the tech-

nical sessions, heavy accent will be

placed on reliability, microwave theory

30

ENGINEERS ATTENDING Western Electronic Show and Convention at Los Angeles,

Aug. 19-22, will make a field trip to the Thompson Products missile systems ground

test facility in Inglewood. Inset shows a laboratory section capable of handling 800

channels of information on electronic data processing and acqusition systems.

and techniques, and solid-state elec-

tronic components.

The reliability sessions include a

panel discussion, "Contract Implica-

tions of Military Electronics Reliability

Requirements," moderated by E. J,

Nucci, Office of Assistant Secretary of

Defense.

In a paper, "Design Techniques for

Upgrading the Reliability of Weapon
Systems During Flight-Readiness

Checkout," Melvin Patterson, Radio-

plane, will point out that system con-

tractors have been slow to recognize

the importance of design refinement in

electronic support equipment. Powell

will also emphasize the need for check-

outs that project future performance,

rather than present.

Reliability specifications and re-

lated acceptance tests must be better

understood by those who use the test

results, says Cliff Ryerson, RCA,
Camden, who will speak on "The Con-

fidence That Can Be Placed on Various

Reliability Tests." Ryerson will explain

such specs as Mil Standard 105 tables,

and sequential sampling techniques.

Some conventional methods for

determining reliability are inadequate

in terms of improvement vs. the en-

gineering effort expanded, declares

lames H. S. Chin, Sperry Gyroscope

Co. Chin will describe the new tech-

nique of group redundancy and its

relation to product improvement, in

terms of engineering effort.

• Microwave theory—The 10

papers on microwave theory and tech-

niques will include "Mode Conversion

Filters," by E. A. Marcatili, Bell Tele-

phone Labs; "Properties of the H-
Guide for Microwave and Millimeter

Waves," by F. J. Tischer, Ohio Statej

University; "Power Handling Capacity

of Slab Lines," by G. Badoyannis,

Sperry Gyroscope Co.; "RF Circuits

for a Voltabe-Turnable Magnetron," by

W. J. Gemulla, Electronic Defense

Laboratory; "An S-Band Two-Phase

Demodulator," by Robert B. Wilds,

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.; "Solu-

tion of Some Microwave Problems By,

an Analog Computer," by Donald M.
Byck, EAI Computation Center, and

Allen Norris, Varian Associates.

New artificial dielectrics are needed

for construction of large-scale micro-

j

wave lenses such as a Luneberg lens,

according to Ming-Kuei Hu and David,

K. Cheng, Syracuse University. Tha
units should be lightweight, isotropic

artificial dielectrics with a controllable

refractive index.

The speakers will suggest such a J

device, which is a random arrangement

of a large number of artificially made'

lightweight elements in the form of two

concentric spherical shells. The outer

shell is a dielectric material, and thej

inner shell is made essentially of con-

ducting material. The proposed dielec-,

tries are believed to be favorable with

other known types in homogenity,

bandwidth, loss and cost.
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SPACE

NAVIGATION

12 YRS. OLD
AT

AUTONETICS

When men push off for Space, they will need the absolute accuracy of inertia! and

stellar-inertial guidance systems to navigate in the trackless void. Working with the Air

Force. Autonetics has spent 12 years bringing both to their present high state of devel-

opment. Autonetics made America's first successful flight test of an inertial guidance

system in 1950. Since then, more than 800 successful flight tests have demonstrated the

reliability of a series of ever-improved systems. Today Autonetics has the basic know-

how and hardware America needs for Space navigation. AutOnetiCS
NERVE CENTER OF THE NEW INDUSTRIAL ERA A DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION. INC. • DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA
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TRANSMITTING

PROBE COMPONENT of Air Force's Lunar shot might look like this sketch, drawn

by m/r's staff artist. Cross section indicates "doughnut" shape of probe.

Moon Probe Readied For Launch
by Raymond M. Nolan

Despite the fact that the Lunar
Probe attempt (in countdown as m/r
went to press) is labeled a "scientific

experiment" with no military signifi-

cance, the Advanced Research Projects

Agency and the Department of Defense
have been extremely chary of releasing

any details.

This much is known:
The first Lunar Probe vehicle is a

Thor-Able combination with a Thor
IRBM as the first stage, a radically

modified Vanguard second stage, and a

high-energy solid propellant third stage.

On top of this is the probe, de-

scribed by ARPA's chief, Roy John-
son, as "doughnut-shaped," but more
probably resembling the cross-section

sketch shown here. The probe will

contain a retro rocket (forward firing)

to slow it down when it is in prox-
imity to the moon. It will also attempt
to place it in orbit on the moon.

Instrumentation for the photog-
raphy the Air Force hopes to accom-
plish includes:

• one or more photo-electric

scanners,

• a vidicon tube to record the scan,

• radio equipment and batteries to

beam the information back to

earth,

• a magnetometer to check the

magnetic field of the moon (if

any)
• a micrometeorite detector.

Transmission will probably be ac-

complished by four whip antennas

working on a frequency around 2250
Mc/s.

• Transmission—Several approaches

could be used for scanning, if the shot

is successful. One picture could be

taken as the probe made its first, and
possibly its only orbit, and then play

back to earth slowly over a period of

two hours. Or a number of pictures

could be taken, with playback occur-

ring between pictures.

The probable size and weight of

the probe indicate that transmitting

equipment will have a power level of

3 to 10 watts in the power stage of

the transmitter, with about 30 to 40%
effective radiation off the antenna.

Tracking stations will include the radio

telescope in Manchester, England, and
stations in San Diego, Hawaii, Singa-

pore, and Cape Canaveral.

• Firing sequence—If things pro-

ceed according to schedule, the se-

quence will go something like this:

As the countdown ends, the Thor-

Able will be fired on a vertical tra-

jectory and tilt to its proper pitch angle

during the powered phase of its first

stage.

When the first stage burns out and
separates, the remaining stages will

coast for a short time, and then the

second stage will ignite (presumably
any deviations from a proper course

will be corrected by equipment in the

second stage.)

The second stage will burn out and
separate, leaving the third stage and
probe traveling at 18,000 mph.

Another coasting period will ensue,

and then the third stage will ignite,

providing the additional boost needed
to achieve 25,000 mph.

Finally, the long, unpowered, un-

guided flight of a little more than two
and one-half days.

As the probe nears the moon, a'

scientist at a post in Hawaii will touch

a button to ignite the retro rocket,

slowing the probe down to a velocity

which will allow it to be captured by
the moon's gravitational field. If this

is successful, the probe will go into

orbit. How long it remains, or where
it goes after orbiting one or more
times, is anybody's guess.

• Fifty-fifty—ARPA Chief Scientist

Herbert York estimates the chances

of the Lunar Probe going into orbit

at something around 50%; of missing

the moon entirely and continuing on
into space, about 25%. ARPA Chief

Roy Johnson uses a little different

figure and guesses success to have a

"1 in 10" chance.

This probe will be the first of three

attempts by the Air Force and will

precede the Army's projected two
attempts by a couple of months. Re-

ports are that the Army is presently

by-passing its lunar probe program in

favor of more Explorers to investigate

the band of intense radiation uncovered

by the first earth satellites.

When the Army does fire its probe,

the first stage of the Juno II vehicle

will be the Jupiter IRBM, with upper

stages identical to the Explorer Jupiter-

C (or Juno I) vehicles.

These consist of a circle of 12

scaled-down Sergeant missiles as a

second stage, surrounding a cluster of

three scaled-down Sergeants as a third

stage, and supporting a single scaled-

down Sergeant as the fourth stage.

Unlike the Thor-Able which will

assume its attitude in the air, Juno II

will be trained in azimuth on the

ground and fired in the optimum direc-

tion. Its probe will be a single-pass

affair, designed to take one picture

and transmit it back to earth. No addi-

tional instrumentation will be carried.

After the picture is taken and sent

back, the probe, its batteries dead, will

take an unknown course.
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Britain, Red China

Enter Satellite Race
by Frank G. McGuire

Increasing reports are circulating in

Western countries concerning the pos-

sibility of the Red Chinese launching

artificial earth satellites.

The president of the Chinese

Academy of Sciences, Mr. Kuo Mo-Jo,

has stated that "China's scientists are

determined to get China's artificial

earth satellite into the sky at an early

date."

Observers here and in Great Britain

are inclined to regard the statement

with some respect, noting that the

political advantages of such a launch-

ing would be tremendous. Scientists in

Great Britain are advocating the

launching of a British satellite, to off-

set the propaganda onslaught which

would result.

Soviet technicians and launching

vehicles would likely be used in the

operations, and perhaps the only part

of the feat which would really come
from the Soviet-bloc countries would

be the instrumentation of the satellite

itself.

For this reason, The British Inter-

planetary Society is strongly pressing

for establishment of a British space

flight program. Government sources in

London have confirmed that there are

hopes of using some of Great Britain's

larger powerplants as satellite-launch-

ing vehicles. Those under consideration

include the Black Knight and Blue

Streak rocket engines.

The B.I.S. has pointed out that

despite the fact that minimum orbital

satellites were proposed by its members
as early as 1951, there still is no real

program in existence to launch a satel-

lite as soon as possible.

Prof. A. C. B. Lovell, director of

the radio-astronomy station at Jodrell

Bank, said the United States has plans

to "sell space" in its satellites to under-

developed countries.

Although admitting that it would

be "ludicrous" for Great Britain to

attempt a space flight program of the

magnitude of either the U.S. or the

Soviet Union, the British Interplane-

tary Society proposes that work be

carried on beyond the present Skylark

upper-atmosphere research program

and current missile projects.

The B.I.S. maintains that the ques-

tion that remains unanswered is

—

"How long can we afford to ignore

space research without seriously harm-

ing our scientific stature and without

seriously impeding new avenues of re-

search which will become increasingly

vital to us in the future?"

At a recent youth conference, the

Duke of Edinburgh said: "I personally
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cannot believe that the British people

or the people of the Commonwealth
will be content to sit by and watch
others explore the universe around us."

Titan Guidance System

Contract for Atlas OK'd

The Air Force is expected to use

all-inertial guidance for the Atlas inter-

continental ballistic missile. This will

mean a substantial contract increase

for the Arma Division of American
Bosch Arma Corp., Garden City, New
York, Charles W. Perelle, president,

recently announced.

According to Maj. Gen. Bernard A.

Schriever, commander of the Ballistic

Missile Division, progress made in the

development of an all-inertial guidance

system for the ICBM by Arma, will re-

sult in its earlier introduction into the

Atlas program than was originally

planned.

Opposition Voiced to

Missile Planning Reports

The aircraft industry has expressed

opposition to the Missile Manufac-
turers Planning Reports, under con-

sideration by the Bureau of the Budget.

(See m/r, August 4, p. 12) Industry

spokesmen cited serveral major reasons

for their opposition to the forms:

• There are already reports in exist-

ence which satisfy "better or equally

well" the administrative needs stated

by the military services.

• The detailed data required by the

MMPR forms is often unavailable.

• The forms would result in duplica-

tion of information already supplied

on forms AMPR, Program Progress

Reporting, WDD56-1, and others.

• It is unfair to ask industry to re-

vise its internal reporting systems

merely to satisfy government require-

ments.

• The use of manhours as a meas-

ure of effort is not common to all in-

dustries in the missile field.

• It is impossible to develop instruc-

tions and definitions which allow for

the variation between company
methods of operation, and yet pro-

vide reliability.

• Considering the variations in com-
pany accounting systems throughout

the industry in aircraft, electronic,

automotive, machinery, and others,

much of the information required by

the MMPR forms could only be esti-

mated.

Aircraft industry spokesmen also

cited various "unresolved areas" left by

the MMPR forms: applicability (re-

porting other than production-status

missiles); reporting indirect manhours;

reporting by segment; breakdowns in-

to fabrication, subassembly, test,

spares, etc.; weight breakdown; report-

ing of manhours instead of dollars;

understandable definitions.

ALMOST INSTANTANEOUS ACCELERATION to 18 Gs is achieved by this

Lockheed X-7 missile as it blasts two feet along the rails of this specially designed

"G-Shooter" at Halloman AF base. The X-7, used to test ramjets for the Air Force,

is the fastest and highest flying air-breathing missile in the free world. Performance

details are still classified.



missile people in the news

Charles J. Wiley has been appointed

market develop-

ment manager of

Callery Chemical

Company. He will

be responsible for

market activities of

chemical products

under research and

development at

Callery, it was an- ^™
nounced by the company recently.

William A. Cuddy will head the

liquid propellant combustion section in

the contract research department of

Wyandotte Chemicals' Research and
Engineering Division. Cuddy has been

a member of Wyandotte's research staff

since 1950.

Maxwell C. Scott has been named
assistant manager of Buffalo operations

for Sylvania Electronic Systems, a di-

vision of Sylvania Electric Products.

Inc. Scott, who had been manager of

the New Amherst Engineering Labora-

tory, will make his headquarters at the

Electronic Systems Plant in Buffalo.

James L. Anast, Technical Director

of the Airways Modernization Board.

Washington, D.C., will join Lear, Inc.

as assistant to the president for tech-

nical planning. He will advise the presi-

dent on advanced engineering and prod-

uct planning and will maintain liaison

on advanced technical matters between

the company, customers and govern-

ment organizations.

Dr. W. T. von der Nuell, former

director of DVL Institute for Turbo-

machinery in Berlin and onetime mem-
ber of the German Academy of Aero-

nautical Sciences, has been appointed

chairman of a corporate five-man re-

search board, established by The Gar-

rett Corp. The board will review and

direct research activity and maintain

long-range studies of component sys-

tem requirements in space. Other board

members are: Dr. John Mason, A. P.

Kelley, Hans Egli and J. E. Chapman.
Robert R. Pierce will manage the

Corrosion Engineering Products depart-

ment of Pennsalt Chemicals Corp. He
has been with the company for 17

years, working in plant, technical serv-

ice and sales management.
Rear Admiral James E. Leeper,

USN (Ret.) has been named vice presi-

dent for the Washington area of the

Philco Corp. Since his naval retirement

in 1956, he has been special representa-

tive, TechRep Division of Philco.

Air Materiel Command's Director-

ate of Procurement and Production has

announced a number of re-assignments

of officers. New assignments result from
retirement of Col. H. G. Spillinger,

chief, production engineering staff di-

vision; Col. E. H. Wilson, chief, areo-

nautical equipment division; Col. John
N. Dick, chief, manufacturing methods
branch; Col. C. L. Munroe, chief, in-

dustrial resources division; and John W.
Schwinn, assistant to director of pro-

curement and production.

Col. R. O. Mitterling will succeed

Col. Spillinger, Col. M. C. Smith will

succeed Col. Wilson, Col. Preston L.

Hill will take over Col. Dick's position.

Col. J. L. Zoeckler has been as-

signed as deputy chief, ballistic missile

office, Inglewood, Calif. He will be fol-

lowed as assistant deputy director for

weapons systems by Col. L. F. Tanberg,

former chief of airlines, maintenance

and service contracts division, who will

be succeeded by Col. E. N. Odell.

Col. T. J. Kennedy takes over the

newly-created post as special assistant

for industrial equipment to the deputy

director of production. Col. W. R.

Carter is new assistant deputy director

of production, resigning his position as

chief, production management staff di-

vision.

Six Weapons Systems Procurement
Offices will receive new chiefs: Col. E.

F. O'Conner, B-52, will be succeeded

by Col. S. A. Dallas; Col. W. E. Cham-
bers will take over as chief F-108 from
Col. B. C. Downs; Col. H. M. Harlow
will be new chief of F-102/F-106 in

place of Lt. Col. H. G. Reed.

Col. P. J. Guhl will succeed Col.

Pirruccello as chief of transport WSPO
and, in turn, will be replaced by Col.

C. E. Moore as chief of facilities

branch of the industrial resources di-

vision.

Col O'Conner will go to the Air

War College, Col. Downs goes to the

Directorate's electronic defense systems

division at New York. Chief, resources

branch will be filled by Lt. Col. Joe

McNeil. Col. R. H. Cobb will succeed

Lt. Col. R. J. Hagreen as chief, tactical

missiles. Lt. Col. A. D. Hoover is suc-

ceeded by Col. B. F. Kelly.

Jerome E. Becker has joined Kay-
nar Mfg. Co. Inc.

as sales engineer to

represent the Kay-
lock line of self-

locking aircraft

nuts. His appoint-

ment announces

the establishment

of additional sales

and service cover-

age in the Southern California area.

H. W. Bissell has been appointed to

the newly-established position of per-

sonnel division manager of Lockheed

Missile Systems division. He will as-

sume his new post at the Sunnyvale

plant, the company announced.
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Crosley

Steel structures

for space . .

.

from Crosley

Today's missiles require materials that

are lighter, stronger and more heat resistant.

Such requirements make Avco-Crosley

a leading contender for building missile

frames and structures.

Avco-Crosley is a pioneer in the

development of stainless-steel honeycomb,

a structural material that is cutting deep

into the "thermal barrier" that so long

has limited the speed at which planes

and missiles travel through the air.

Using stainless-steel honeycomb, it is now

possible to build structures with great

heat tolerance and high strength/weight

ratio: with the strength of solid steel,

yet weighing only one-tenth as much.

Together with its associated Avco

divisions, the Crosley Division now provides

facilities and personnel for:

• Weapon systems management, from

initial concept to production.

• Research, development and engineering

design of: missile nose cones, air frames,

electronics, control systems, telemetering,

automatic test and support equipment,

ground handling equipment and logistics.

• Production and manufacturing for

missile and aircraft systems.

For more information, write to: Vice

President, Defense Products Marketing,

Crosley Division, Avco Manufacturing

Corporation, Cincinnati 25, Ohio.
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PRESSURE VESSEL TECHNOLOGY

. . .AND NOW TITANIUM
With years of experience in the design and pro-

duction of airborne pressure vessels such as

air, gas and fuel storage bottles for missiles,

and tanks for aircraft hydraulic systems,

Rheem Aircraft is particularly qualified as a

supplier of these components. This special-

ized technology of welded pressure vessels

employing aluminum, steel and stainless steel

now dictates the use of heat treated titanium

alloys to meet critical strength/weight re-

quirements of the ICBM program. The stor-

age and transport of liquids and gases under

extremes of pressure and temperature is now

a reality with significant reductions in weight

made possible by Rheem sponsored develop-

ment. Submit your specialized pressure vessel

requirements or specifications to the Rheem

Marketing Department , Aircraft Division. .

.

Rheem 's experience is available for your

application.

RHEEM MANUFACTURING CO./AIRCRAFT DIVISION

11711 ivoodruff avenue, downey, California




